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A GAIN Stakeholder (previously known as “Membership”) benefits you and our community! In addition to the member benefits listed below, your annual GAIN dues fund learning and business opportunities for area entrepreneurs, scientists, engineers and students through workshops, networking events, and seminars. As a GAIN member you help IT, bioscience, and other technology firms get established, grow and create jobs for the greater Gainesville area!

GAIN Stakeholder (previously known as “Member”) Benefits:
- Networking time before and after lunch program with guest speaker
- Discount on monthly lunch meeting and other paid GAIN events
- 2 free guest event coupons per year
- Learn from the failures and successes of local startup companies
- Access to local investors and other funding sources
- Increase the visibility of your organization
What is GAINnet?
Prime example of how social networking influences success!

TheFunded Ranks The Most Loved VCs Of 2009

ERICK SCHONFELD

Tuesday, February 2nd, 2010

Some VCs are getting an early Valentine’s Day gift from TheFunded, the site where CEOs rate venture capitalists and their firms. Below you will find the top-ranked individual VCs, as determined by their ratings in 2009. What makes this ranking particularly useful to entrepreneurs is that it is ratings by other CEOs, often CEOs who have had direct dealings with the VCs they are rating.

While this is still a popularity contest of sorts (for instance, the rankings are not based on individual investment returns), presumably CEOs are smart enough to take investment performance into account. But they also take into account their own personal experiences with the individual VCs. These are the VCs who CEOs love the most, and not just because they are nice but because they help CEOs do their jobs, which is to build great businesses. Topping the list is Terry McGuire, co-Founder of Polaris Ventures and a big life sciences investor. Mark Suster of GRP Partners is No. 2. David Sze of Greylock comes in at No. 7. Brook H. Byers of Kleiner, Perkins, Caufield & Byers is No. 10. Kleiner’s star investor John Doerr is No. 11. Michael Moritz from Sequoia is No. 32.
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- For more information, contact:
  - Lee May–GAIN President
  - 352–339–2222
  - leemay@gainnet.org
  - Ed Dalrymple–Executive Director
  - eddalrymple@gainnet.org
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